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The Tests 
The following tests were conducted over an extended period using three different types of 
measuring equipment and three different methodologies. The test processes were scientific. Al-
though several of the tests were conducted over several days and, therefore, technically in dif-
ferent environments, the results of the tests are consistent and plausible. 
 
Juice Goose in no way challenges or refutes any performance claims made by Surgex regarding 
the performance of their products and welcomes any additional information or data which can 
contribute to a more enlightened comparison and application of AC power conditioning and 
surge suppression technologies.  

Juice Goose technicians used an Oneac OneGraph power analyzer to record AC line distur-
bances over extended periods of time in order to judge the effectiveness of Juice Goose and 
Surgex AC surge protectors. While no pure control system was possible in this methodology, 
the process was unbiased and scientific and the results are meaningful. The OneGraph produces 
a running tape record of power line disturbances over  seven to eight hour periods. (Oneac, a 
division of Chloride, was founded in 1979. It designs and 
manufactures single-phase and three-phase power conditioners, 
filters, uninterruptible power supplies, and communication line 
protectors.) 
 
September 14 - 15, 2011 - On September 14, the OneGraph recorder 
was set up at the Juice Goose facilities to record a base line of power distur-
bance events. No intentional line noise was introduced nor was there any 
filtration or treatment of the power line leading into the recorder. A re-
cording was made for each the normal mode (line - neutral) and common 
mode (neutral - ground).   This recording (Exhibit 1) shows a high volume of 
normal mode surge events. Many of those events exceeded 10 volts. Non were recorded at dangerous levels. 

Exhibit 1 Normal Mode Base Line 

Oneac OneGraph - September and November 2011 
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At the same time a record was made of common mode (neutral - ground) line disturbances. Exhibit 2, below, 
shows a significant volume of ground line noise with some events exceeding the magnitude of those found be-
tween line and neutral.  

Exhibit 2 Common Mode Base Line  

The next day, September 15, a similar set of recordings was made. This time the Juice Goose RX10-SCS was  
plugged into the wall before the OneGraph. All power recorded by the OneGraph passed through and was filtered 
by the Juice Goose RX10-SCS. Clearly fewer surge events reached the recorder. And, those that did were of lower 
magnitude. See Exhibit 3.  

Exhibit 3 Normal Mode Juice Goose  

Impressively, the OneGraph recorded no common mode, ground line disturbances when the RX10-SCS was used. 
See Exhibit 4 

Exhibit 4 Common Mode Juice Goose 
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November 8 - 10, 2011 During a second round of tests using the OneGraph on November 8, 2011, a base line 
record was made, followed by two additional test periods, first using the Surgex SA-82, then using the Juice Goose 
RX10-SCS. Because these testing periods were shorter, both normal mode and common mode are shown in the 
same exhibit. The base line test (Exhibit 5) shows a good deal of surge activity, including one particularly impres-
sive normal mode event registering approximately 100 volts over standard.  

Exhibit 5 Base Line  

On November 9th, a similar surge event recording was made, this time plugging the OneGraph into a Surgex SA-
82. All power recorded by the OneGraph was first passed through the Surgex device. The recording in Exhibit 6 
shows a volume of line disturbances both on normal and common mode. Most of those were limited to 10 volts. A 
significant amount of common mode ground noise was recorded. 

Exhibit 6 Surgex  

On November 10th, the Juice Goose RX10 was installed in the test in place of the Surgex SA-82 and the recorder 
was set to run for the same period of time.  See Exhibit 7. The OneGraph shows a marked reduction in normal 
mode AC line disturbances. The recorder picked up no trace of common mode line noise on the ground.  

Exhibit 7 Juice Goose  
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Power Quality Analyzer Tests - November 2011 
 
Smart Power is a Houston based electrical equipment development company. Juice Goose called on them to help 
conduct a series of tests regarding the efficacy of power conditioning and surge protection products. The first tests 
were conducted at Juice Goose’s facility on November 7 - 9 using the Smart Power, Power Quality Analyzer. 
When plugged into a wall, that device records the number of normal and common mode AC line surges over a pe-
riod of time and reports that data sorted by the voltage magnitude of those events.  
 
The Power Quality Analyzer recorded data for approximately eight hours in 
each of three cases, one with no filtration (base line ) and one each measur-
ing the performance of the Surgex SA-82 and the Juice Goose RX10-SCS. 
Data collected by the analyzer were then downloaded by Smart Power who 
compiled the following report, dated November 17. See Exhibit 8. 
 
The November 7 unfiltered Base Case report shows five normal mode 
surges between 21.0 and 87.5 volts. During the Base test period there were 
seven hundred twenty common mode, ground line surges between 2.0 and 
42.2 volts. The Surgex test was conducted on November 8. It shows one 
normal mode surge measuring 15.6 volts. There were also four hundred 
twenty two common mode surges in a range from 2.0 to 21.1 volts. On No-
vember 9 that test was repeated for the Juice Goose line filter. That test 
shows no recorded surge events on either hot, neutral or ground.  

Exhibit 8  
Normal & Common 
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Surge Generator Tests - Common Mode, August 2011 
In August, 2011 Smart Power performed a series of sophisticated laboratory tests to determine how much power 
surge would travel along the ground path (common mode) through the Surgex and Juice Goose surge protectors. 
Both components were subjected to an IEEE 62.41 Category A, 3,000 volt / 200 amp ring wave.  
 
The Surgex SA-82 had little effect on the ground line, allowing a 2,620 volt surge, as shown on line “M” on Ex-
hibit 9. Lines “3” and “4” show peak current on the ground line as 131 amps. When a similar test was conducted in 
March, 2004 a 1,000 volt surge to the Surgex Model SX-908 allowed a 855 volt pass through.  
 
Exhibit 10 shows results of the August, 2011 test results applied to the Juice Goose RX10-SCS. The maximum 
ground line power surge was 8.98 volts and 3.0 amps. In March, 2004 the Juice Goose devices passed only 0.2875 
volts when subjected to a 3,000 volt common mode ring wave surge.  

Exhibit 9  
Common Mode  
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Surge Generator Tests - Normal Mode, January 2012 
In January, 2012 Juice Goose called on Smart Power to conduct laboratory tests to determine the levels of normal 
mode protection provided by products from Surgex and Juice Goose. The tests created a standardized, high ampli-
tude surge, introduced it into a surge protector and measured the output using a precise oscilloscope with screen 
capture capability. In the tests results shown below, both components were subjected to an IEEE 62.41 Category 
A, 6,000 volt / 500 amp ring wave.  
 
When the Surgex SA-82 was subjected to that power pulse between line and neutral (normal mode), the resulting 
surge output was measured at a maximum of 80.0 volts. Previous tests conducted in March, 2004 on the Surgex 
Model SX-908 resulted in a normal mode pass through surge of 192.0 volts when subjected to a similar ring wave. 
Surge output from the Juice Goose RX10-SCS, when subjected to the same January, 2012 pulse was a maximum 
of 14.0 volts. The surge output in March, 2004 was 3.7 volts. 

Exhibit 11 
Surgex 
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